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Introduction
We currently study the AQA Sociology specification. Here is a link that will take you to it so you can
have an in-depth look at what you will be studying: https://www.aqa.org.uk/subjects/sociology/as-anda-level/sociology-7191-7192
The pack will introduce you to some of the key information needed to succeed in Sociology and topics
you will study, such as sociological approaches and research methods. You will need to complete this
booklet in detail and have it in your folder at the start of the academic year.

A Level topics and assessment
By studying Sociology, you will learn the fundamentals of the subject and develop skills valued by
Higher Education (HE) and employers, including critical analysis, independent thinking and research.
Most sociology graduates go straight into work when they complete their degrees, and a lot of
graduates go into jobs in social professions such as education, community and youth work, housing
and social work. But sociology is a flexible degree and you can find graduates from the subject in
pretty much every reasonable job – obviously, you don't find many doctors or engineers, but you do
find them in finance, the media, sport, healthcare, marketing and even IT. Sociology graduates taking
further study often branch out into other qualifications, like teaching, law, psychology and even maths.

You will sit 3 equally weighted exams at the end of the second year of study in May/June.
Paper 1: Education with Theory and Methods
Paper 2: Families and Households & Beliefs in Society
Paper 3: Crime and Deviance with Theory and Methods

Reading list for A Level Sociology
It is expected that you can demonstrate to the examiners that you have been
partaking in wider reading. Below is a list of books/journals and websites you could
use over the next two years and beyond at university.

The text books that we use in school are:
AQA A Level Sociology Book One Including AS Level (ISBN: 978-0954007911) by Rob Webb

AQA A Level Sociology Book Two (ISBN: 978-0954007928) by Rob Webb

There are other revision books out there but these two are brilliant for Year 1 and 2. They
are not mandatory but we but do recommend them:
• AQA AS and A Level Sociology Education with Research methods. Collins Student
Support Materials. Authors: Martin Holborn, Nichola McConnell. ISBN: 978-0008221638
• AQA AS and A Level Sociology Families and Households. Collins Student Support
Materials. Authors: Martin Holborn, Judith Copeland. ISBN: 978-0008221669
• AQA A Level Sociology Crime and Deviance with Theory and Methods (Collins Student
Support Materials. Authors: Steve Chapman, Judith Copeland. ISBN: 978-0008221645

Sociology is…
1. The study of society, large groups of people and individuals.
2. It studies how and why people behave the way they do in society
3. Looks at how structures such as family and Government influence human
behaviour
4. A social science which uses research to investigate and predict human behaviour
to help governments improve the lives of its citizens
5. A critical and radical subject, it is about questioning why society is as it is. It is
about digging under the surface, looking at what is really going on.
Is sociology for me?
Yes, if you’re interested in questions like these…

Are children and
young people
treated unfairly
in society?
Why are some
people rich and
some people
poor?

Why are some
of the hardest
jobs poorly
paid?

Would the world be
happier if there was
just one religion?

Sociology is NOT…
•
•
•
•

An easy subject
Just common sense
Wishy-washy and unscientific
Psychology

Are people
successful
because of their
background or
how hard they
work?

Why are a large
proportion of MPs
white, male and
from private
schools?

Task 1: What kind of Sociologist will you be?
1. The defining characteristic of human behaviour is:
a) Their gender/ sex
b) Their social class
c) Their Race
d) Their integration into society
e) Their culture
2. We have the freedom to choose our own behaviour
a) Yes
b) No
c) Depends
d) Doesn’t matter
e) What is freedom?
3. What are your views on the family….
a) Family is oppressive to women and teaches us to conform to gender roles
b) Family is a tool of the ruling class teaching us to obey authority
c) Family is a vital part of socialisation that teaches us norms and values
d) Family is what you make it, everyone has a different view on it
e) Family – what is a family? You can’t define it
4. When it comes to inequality
a) Gender is the most serious issue!
b) Money and power the rich exploit the poor!
c) Inequality is normal part of society
d) Inequality is a label that has different meanings to people
e) You make your own reality up
5. When it comes to Crime
a) The justice system is more lenient on women
b) Criminal laws protect the rich and powerful
c) Crime is good for society as it reminds us of the rules
d) Crimes are actions labelled as wrong to influence our behaviour
e) Crime – what is a crime? Can we really define what a crime is?
6. When it comes to religion
a) Religion oppresses and controls women – telling us to cover up and be
obedient
b) Religion is a tool used by those with power to control us
c) Religion is a useful institution which unites people who share a common set
of beliefs
d) Religion means different things to different people
e) Religion is just another meta-narrative (big story) people use to explain
reality

What kind of Sociologist will you be?
Mostly A – Our Feminist
You are most likely to turn into our Feminist Sue Sharpe. Feminism looks at how
society is structured in a way that benefits men while oppressing
women – this is known as patriarchy (male domination.). The theory is
often a misunderstood as stereotypes and misconceptions about it
exists. Many people do not realise that there are several types of
feminism such as black, radical feminism and liberal.
Mostly B – Our Marxist
You are most likely to turn into Karl Marx. Marxism looks at how society is
constructed is a way that produces class conflict with the rich having
all the power and control whilst the poor are oppressed. Marx argues
that the root cause of class inequality is down to capitalism as it
encourages people to be greedy and materialistic. Just as capitalism
replaced feudalism, Marx argues that capitalism will one day be
replaced with communism
Mostly C- Our Functionalist
You are most likely to turn into Emile Durkheim. Functionalism is theory which
argues that members of society are united together by a shared set
of idea and beliefs called ‘norms’ (normal behaviour.) These norms
are accepted by all members in society and are enforced by
structures such as family and education. They see society like a
human body – with all parts needed in order for it to ‘function’ and
work effectively.
Mostly D- Our interactionist
You are most likely to turn into Becker/ Mead. Interactionism looks at how people
create meaning during social interactions, how they present and
construct the self (or identity) as well as how they define situations.
One of the perspectives key ideas is that people act the way they do
because of how they define situations. Becker uses the example of
nudity to illustrate how timing, place and audience can influence how
people see an action or idea.
Mostly E – Our post-modernist
You are most likely to turn into Foucault. Post-modernism is a more recent
Sociological theory which seeks to question and de-construct existing
structures and understandings of reality. Post modernism rejects the
idea that one theory such as functionalism, Utilitarianism, religion or
even science can explain reality!

Theory is a big part of Sociology

Task 2: Functional Functionalists
1. Write Definitions for Free Will and Determinism.
Free will:

Determinism:

2. Research Functionalism and produce a fact sheet outlining the “Organic
Analogy

3. Do some further research on Functionalism
• Write a detailed paragraph on the strengths on the theory
• Write another on the weaknesses of the theory

Task 3: Fiery Feminists
1. Research Feminism and produce a fact sheet outlining the different types
of feminism and provide definitions of key terms. You need 1 fact sheet
per type of feminism:
• Black feminism
• radical feminism
• liberal feminism
• Marxist feminism

Black feminism:

Radical feminism:

Liberal feminism:

Marxist feminism:

2. Research @ or #EverydaySexism
• What is the project?
• What examples do they give of modern sexism?
• Do you think sexism is still a problem today? Why?
• Do ALL women have the experience? Explain you answer? Explain!

3. Research examples of gender inequality within the UK in contemporary
society.

Task 4: Magnificent Marxists

1. Watch the YouTube clip:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Vz3eOb6Yl1s
2. Define all key words on the video clip.

3. Research Marxism and produce a fact sheet outlining the difference
between the bourgeoisie and the proletariat.

4. Research examples of class inequality within the UK in contemporary
Society.

5. Choose one of the examples and explain how a Marxist would interpret
the situation

6. How would a functionalist counter this approach?

Task 5: Key Terms
There are a lot of key terms that you need to know for your exams and to
make sure you write great essays! Let’s start off with the basics.
Define the sociological key terms below. For each of the key terms add a
picture and an example to go with them.
You can use this online dictionary to help:
https://www.oxfordreference.com/view/10.1093/acref/9780199533008.001.000
1/acref-9780199533008

1. Norms

2. Values

3. Socialisation

4. Society

5. Culture

6. Identity

7. Social differentiation

8. Stratification

9. Status

10. Subculture

11.Cultural diversity

12. Consensus

13. Conflict

The seven apps every woman should
own
Back in 2014, Apple released HealthKit, an app that let people keep track of a vast
array of health and fitness data – everything from blood alcohol levels and sodium
intake to body temperature. What you couldn’t track, however, was your period. Not
one person at Apple had stopped to think a period tracker might be useful. And that’s
because Apple, like most tech companies, is dominated by myopic men.
Four years later, female engineers are still very much a minority in Silicon Valley.
However, progress is slowly being made and the future of tech is looking decidedly
more female-friendly. Take the dating app Bumble, for example, which was started
by Tinder co-founder Whitney Wolfe Herd and has been designed with a womencentric interface. When two users of the opposite sex match on Bumble, the woman
must send the first message, bucking the convention that men make the first move.
Focusing on women has paid off; Bumble had a stellar 2017 and is valued at more
than $1bn ($710m). And Bumble is just one of a growing number of apps designed
with women in mind. From pedicure-scheduling to confidence-boosting to pillplanning, when it comes to a female need, there’s now often an app for that. Here,
Guardian writers recommend some of their favourites. Arwa Mahdawi
myPill (iOS, Android)
Even if you’re lucky enough not to be emotionally debilitated by the hormonal surges
of the contraceptive pill, you still have to contend with the waves of panic that come
with forgetting to pop it. iPhone reminders and alarms can too easily be swiped away
into the ether, or become a source of office-disrupting embarrassment. But myPill
not only fires off silent reminders, it continues to show notifications after you’ve
dismissed them. The virtual packet allows you to mark off the pills you’ve taken,
meaning you can check whether you really did take “Monday” or simply imagined it
(it happens), as well as being able to visualise the month ahead. Rachel Aroesti
Clementine (iOS)
Most of the time, my anxiety is a low-level background noise – I can usually ignore it.
But on particularly stressful days, my anxious thoughts can seem deafening, which is
where the hypnotherapy app Clementine comes in. It is pitched as a fix “for the
modern woman”; it is by no means a cure-all, but the “confidence boost” session can
work a charm. It asks you to imagine what success would look like and prompts you
to work towards it, rather than getting bogged down thinking about what could go
wrong. At just five minutes long, this session is also easy to integrate into everyday
life. Similarly, the “take a breather” session has prevented many potentially
regrettable decisions being made in a frenzy of stress; I just click play and within five
minutes, I am feeling level-headed again. Coco Khan
Workout for Women (iOS, Android)
Many women felt more angry than usual last year, and I was no different. I cast about
for a physical outlet and found an app called Workout for Women. It offers a mixture
of cardio and body-weight exercises, with the added benefit that you can hide away at
home as you puff through your press-ups.

You can donkey kick and squat while a voice from your smartphone keeps you from
lying down and wheezing. Since using it, my endurance for these horrible exercises
has shot up – ignore the slightly dubious “bikini body” title of one challenge and it’s
pleasingly tough.
Of course, you could do these moves without an app, but I am part sheep and need
the bossy orders and digital encouragement. I feel stronger and it’s addictive. Bella
Mackie
Clue (iOS, Android)
As with a lot of my friends, my period used to take me by surprise every month.
Despite 20 years of menstrual bleeding, I never had any idea when mine was due.
But the period-tracking app Clue has changed my life. Over the course of a few
months, it gets to know your cycle – you input which dates you are bleeding – and
predicts when your next period is due. It can track your energy level, appetite, skin,
digestion – and it can tell you when you’re most fertile. I’ve planned holidays around
it. Carmen Fishwick
Treatwell (iOS, Android)
“Meeting cancelled, manicure scheduled,” reads one of Treatwell’s many taglines –
and while this hair-and-beauty booking app isn’t exclusively for women, the
marketing and design is skewed that way.
Aside from the ability to make appointments quickly and (thankfully) discreetly, the
app also encourages user reviews – creating the recommendations that women have
relied on other women to provide since time immemorial. Through it, I have found
exceptional threading artists, discounted LED facials and waxers who don’t doubledip (all essential and not always easy to come by), usually within walking distance of
wherever I happen to be. Leah Harper
Hormone Horoscope (iOS, Android)
Do you use horoscopes for clues on whom to snog and when? Does your period
dictate when your next tantrum is due? This is me. This is how I discovered
Hormone Horoscope. The app tracks where you are in your menstrual cycle and
offers information and advice based on the body’s hormone levels. Day eight? More
oestrogen. Beware: you’re probably going to buy something you can’t afford. Day 23?
Bound to be feeling volatile. I’m not sure I’d plan my life by it (that’s reserved for
astrology), but it does provide context to the highs and the lows, and it has helped me
to understand my body better. Amelia Abraham
Skin Matters (iOS)
There’s a lot of buzz around the idea of elimination in beauty – parabens and
sulphates being the main betes noires – but it’s hard to know where to begin. This
nerdy app is designed by facialist Joanne Evans and explains which ingredients to
look out for, which to avoid and why. All you do is give your age, gender and skin
type. It’s pretty basic, doesn’t allow for other factors (such as your heritage or family
history) and directs you towards Evans’ products. But there are more than 2,000
ingredients listed, most of which I hadn’t heard of, and the explainers are pretty
comprehensive, making it a decent beginner’s guide to what’s what if you’re trawling
through the small print in Boots. Plus, you can change your profile depending on
how your skin feels at any given time. Morwenna Ferrier

Task 6: Feminist responses
Read ‘Radical & Liberal Feminism’ pg. 125-126 and 128-129 + wider reading.
Explain how a radical feminist would respond to this article.

Explain how a liberal feminist would respond to this article.

Marriage between heterosexual couples
is at the lowest level on record
Nick Reilly
28 February 2018

New research has revealed that marriage
between heterosexual couples is at the lowest
level on record.
The new study by the Office for National
Statistics (ONS) revealed that 239,020
between heterosexual couples took place in
England and Wales in 2015, a 3.4 decrease on
the year before.
Between 1972 and 2009, a gradual long-term decline in the number of marriages was
gradually noticed, before the trend was eventually bucked between 2010 and 2012.
But in 2015, The number of marriages was 0.8% lower than the record low of 2013,
representing the lowest number of marriages in a calendar year since 2009. The data
also shows a steep decline in tradition, with only 0.7 percent of same sex marriages
being performed at a religious ceremony. Despite the overall decline, it also appears
that heterosexual couples are getting married later in life, with the the average age
for men marrying in 2015 being 37.5 years, while for women it was 35.1 years.
It reflects an increase compared with with 2014 (37.0 years for men and 34.6 years
for women) and continues the overall rise which has been recorded since the 1970s.
For the first time ever, the date also reflected same sex marriages – with 6,493 being
performed in 2015. Of these, 44% (2,860) were between male couples and 56%
(3,633) were between female couples. Statistician Nicola Haines said: ‘Marriage rates
for opposite-sex couples are now at their lowest level on record following a gradual
long-term decline since the early 1970s. The number of marriages between oppositesex couples decreased by 3.4% in 2015, compared with 2014.
‘Despite this overall decline, marriages at older ages rose; the number of weddings
increased for men aged 50 and over and women aged 35 to 39 years and 45 and over.
‘This is the first full year for which marriages were available for same-sex couples and
they accounted for 2.6% of all marriages.’

Task 7: Declining Rate of Marriage
Read ‘Marriage Rates’ pg. 265-269 and pg.301 + wider reading.
Use your reading to explain why marriages are declining in British society.

As few as one in 20 born in poorest
areas go to university
The TES is reporting that Teach First
analysis has found that those born in
some of the richest areas are 18 times
more likely to attend university than those
in some of the poorest areas
Only one in 20 pupils in some of the country’s
poorest postcodes progress to higher
education, according to new analysis by
Teach First.
The charity has called for the government to improve entry rates by writing off
student debt to get better teachers into challenging schools. It has also called on
universities to start offering university access programmes at primary level.
According to Teach First’s research, on average only one in five young people born
in the country’s poorest postcodes progress to university, while half of those born in
the wealthiest postcodes do so. However, the gap is even more stark between some
areas.
For example, in some parts of Derbyshire, as few as one in twenty students go to
university, while in parts of Buckinghamshire it is more than 80 per cent. This means
that those born in some of the richest areas are up to 18 times more likely to attend
university than those in some of the poorest areas. Teach First also found big
differences between the choices made by disadvantaged young people when it
came to university compared to their more privileged peers.
A ComRes poll of 18-25 year olds found that 41 per cent of the most advantaged
students said they chose their university because it was the best for what they
wanted to study, compared to only 31 per cent of the least advantaged. Similarly,
the reputation of a university was important to 53 per cent of the most advantaged
students, but it only was for 46 per cent of the most disadvantaged.
Disadvantaged students are also more likely to choose an institution close to
where they live, with 29 per cent saying they chose their university on this basis,
compared to 24 per cent of the most advantaged. Of the most disadvantaged
pupils who did not go to university, only 12 per cent said this was because their
grades weren't good enough.
To ensure students were able to make more informed choices when it came to
university, Teach First said there should be a trained careers middle leader in
every school to develop and lead a careers strategy. It suggested this could be
paid for out of money councils and academies are required to set aside for the
apprenticeship levy.
Teach First says the government should offer student loan forgiveness to attract
the best possible graduates into teaching, where they can help young people from
deprived communities achieve their potential.

It suggests 20 per cent of student debt could be cleared for those working for two
years, increasing to 50 per cent for those who remain in certain geographic or
subject areas for five years. The charity also says that universities' access work is
coming too late, with programmes frequently aimed at pupils aged 16-18 "by which
point much of the effects of disadvantage have already played out". Instead, it
argues that access work should start at primary school to give pupils "the best
possible opportunity to make informed and supported decisions about their futures
at an earlier age".
Brett Wigdortz, Teach First's chief executive and founder, said "there are still far
too few disadvantaged pupils getting to university". "They’re simply not given the
same chance to reach their full potential, with less access to brilliant teaching and
less guidance on how they can turn their aspirations into reality.” He added: “More
must be done by the government, universities and society as a whole to break
down the barriers to social mobility that are preventing too many of our young
people reaching as far as their potential allows”.

Task 8: Meritocracy
Read ‘Meritocracy’ on pg. 67-68 + wider reading.
What is meritocracy? Does this article suggest we live in a meritocracy?
Why is it important that ‘poor’ students go to university?

Task 9: Research into sociology
Read these instructions carefully! You need to watch the following videos and make
notes on the content.
You need to watch them in the order given.
We strongly suggest you watch each video at least twice. Once just watching it then
a second time regularly stopping it to take notes:
1. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YnCJU6PaCio&index=2&list=PL8dPuuaLj
XtMJAfB_7J1538YKWkZAnGA
2. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DbTt_ySTjaY&list=PL8dPuuaLjXtMJAfB_7
J1538YKWkZAnGA&index=3

Task 10: Participant Observation
Sociologists use different methods when studying their chosen field. One example is
the participant observation, where a researcher joins a group of people and observes
their behaviour.
Read the study by Whyte (1955), called “Street Corner Society” using the website
below.
https://www.s-cool.co.uk/a-level/sociology/methods/revise-it/an-example-ofparticipant-observation
Read ‘Participant Observation’ on pg. 137-147 and answer the questions
below:
a) Identify three things that Whyte learned about conducting participant
observations
b) What are the advantages of using a participant observation?
c) Explain the limitations of this method
d) Does participant observation involve asking questions? Explain your answer
with reference to Whyte’s study.

Task 11: Watch some TV!

Sociology is everywhere, so you’ll be able to see aspects of it in all forms of media.
Select one of the categories below and find an episode to watch that relates to
Education. Record your observation notes in the box below.
• School Swap documentary (4OD)
• Louis Theroux documentaries (BBC iPlayer/Netflix)
• Stacey Dooley documentaries (BBC iPlayer)
• Reggie Yates documentaries (BBC iPlayer)
• Black Mirror (Netflix)
• Dispatches documentaries (4OD)
• Panorama documentaries (BBC iPlayer)

Now select one of the categories below and find an episode to watch that relates to
Families. Record your observation notes in the box below.
• School Swap documentary (4OD)
• Louis Theroux documentaries (BBC iPlayer/Netflix)
• Stacey Dooley documentaries (BBC iPlayer)
• Reggie Yates documentaries (BBC iPlayer)
• Black Mirror (Netflix)
• Dispatches documentaries (4OD)
• Panorama documentaries (BBC iPlayer)

Task 12: Current Events
As a sociology student you will also be expected to keep up to date with the news
and current events – research a social issue that interests you!
1. Explain what why that particular issue (what interests you about it?)
2. Create a media collage of articles on your issue and annotate them
3. Apply what the theories might say about the issue!
4. Any research or policy laws which deals with your issue? Name and explain
them!

Task 13: Videos
Watch the following videos on BBC iPlayer and make notes.
1. The Teens taking on Deliveroo (22 minutes)
https://www.bbc.co.uk/iplayer/episode/p05hy4ty/the-teens-taking-on-deliveroo

2. Thatcher: A Very British Revolution (5 hours)
https://www.bbc.co.uk/iplayer/episodes/m0005brf/thatcher-a-very-britishrevolution

Task 14: Podcasts
Listen to the following podcasts and make notes.

1. Interview with Louise Archer: Education and Inequality (33 minutes)
https://www.spreaker.com/user/thesociologyshow/prof-louise-archer

2. Interview with Sue Palmer: Toxic Childhood (35 minutes)
https://www.spreaker.com/user/thesociologyshow/sue-palmer

Additional Work
Families &
Households

Find the definitions for the following key family terms:
• Monogamy
• Bigamy
• Polygamy
• Maternal
• Nuclear family
• Empty nest
• Empty shell marriage
• Extended family
• Kinship
• Cohabitation
Research the changing family in the UK and answer the
following questions:
• How has the family structure changed over the past 100
years?
• How have the following policies affected the family?
o The Divorce Act 1969 and 1984
o The Paternity Act 2010
o The Civil partnerships Act 2004 and the Marriage
(Same-Sex Couples) Act 2013
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/zj8qn39/revision/2
https://revisesociology.com/2015/12/17/social-policy-family/

Education

Research the History of Education in the UK and answer the
following questions:
● When did education become compulsory in the UK?
● Prior to compulsory education, what were the differences
in who used to receive schooling?
● What are the oldest and newest subjects?
● How have the methods of dealing with behaviour
changed over time?
● What are some of the major changes that have taken
place in UK education in the 20th and 21st centuries?
○ Consider the impact of the following policies:
■ Education Act 1944 (Tripartite System)
■ Comprehensives 1966
■ Education Reform Act 1988
● Your personal view on – what is the role and purpose of
education?
https://www.schoolsmith.co.uk/history-of-education/
https://getrevising.co.uk/revision-notes/social-policy-andeducation

Crime

Using the internet, research the answers to the following
questions:
• What is a crime?
• What is deviance?
• What are laws?
• What is a white collar crime?
• Moral crimes include offences such as prostitution,
underage drinking and illegal drug use. Why do some
people argue that such crimes are ‘victimless’?
• What is cybercrime? Name some examples of
cybercrimes.
• What is a hate crime?
• What do you think is more effective in reducing crime:
crime prevention or harsher punishments?
https://www.coursehero.com/sg/introduction-tosociology/defining-crime-in-sociology/
Go on the following website and research crime in your area or
the area near your school. https://www.crimestatistics.co.uk/postcode/AL10%208NL and answer the
following questions:
•
•
•

Where does most crime take place?
What are the top 3 crimes/offences?
Why do you think that those crimes are committed in
your area? Think about socio-economic issues and
location.

Wider Reading List

Useful resources and further reading
It is also recommended that you take an active interest in the news and what is going
on around you in the wider world as a lot of the concepts and ideas covered in
lessons will relate to what is going on. The ability to be able to draw upon
contemporary examples will also help illustrate your application and understanding
skills which will be vital in order for you to achieve the higher grades in this subject.

Websites:
•

AQA New Specification – http://www.aqa.org.uk/subjects/sociology/as-and-alevel/sociology-7191-7192/introduction

•

AQA - Example Assessment Material http://www.aqa.org.uk/subjects/sociology/as-and-a-level/sociology-71917192/assessment-resources

•

S-Cool Revision Materials - http://www.s-cool.co.uk/a-level/sociology

•

Every Day Sexism Project -http://everydaysexism.com/index.php/about

•

Who Needs Feminism - http://whoneedsfeminism.com/about.html

•

He for She Campaign - http://www.heforshe.org/

•

https://www.tutor2u.net/sociology/reference
http://politybooks.com/kenbrowne/resources.asp

•

https://napierpress.com/book-one-workbooks

•

https://napierpress.com/book-two-workbooks

•

http://www.earlhamsociologypages.co.uk

•

https://www.sociologystuff.com

